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Traditional epistemology



Social epistemology



Epistemic networks



Asch (1955)



Model of social learning

● Each individual receives a signal from the world 
about a continuous variable

● Each then averages her guess with her neighbors

● This process is repeated over and over



Many cooks

● French (1956) “A formal theory of social power”

● DeGroot (1974) “Reaching a consensus”

● Lehrer and Wagner (1981) Rational consensus in 
science and society
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Theorem

As time goes to infinity, the consensus view is a 
weighted average of the initial opinions where the 

weight for each opinion is:

d i

∑ d j



Theorem

● In the limit, those who are more connected have 
proportionally more influence on the consensus 
opinion

● Is this good or bad?



Order of evidence

Evidence comes in, then social influence

What if they occurred together?



Peptic ulcer disease (before 1954)

● Excess acid hypothesis: Peptic ulcers are caused by 
a buildup of stomach acid which eats away at the 
lining of the stomach

● Bacterial hypothesis: Peptic ulcers are caused by a 
bacterium (or bacteria) that destroy the lining of 
the stomach



Palmer (1954)

His word ensured that the development of 
bacteriology in gastroenterology would be closed 
to the world as if frozen in ice... [It] established 
the dogma that bacteria could not live in the 
human stomach, and as a result, investigation of 
gastric bacteria attracted little attention for the 
next 20 years (Fukuda 2002).



Warren and Marshall

In 1983 two 
researchers in 

Australia successfully 
proved the connection 
between Helicobacter 

pylori and PUD



What about Palmer?

● Palmer did not engage in misconduct or fraud

● It was a good faith error that nobody noticed 
because of share (false) assumptions
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Learners

● Low exploration 
– Sticks with what seems best
– Can get stuck with inferior option

● High exploration 
– Is willing to try the inferior treatment often
– Can explore too much and harm patients
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Communication

● Results are communicated 

● No second hand communication

● No communication of beliefs



Low exploration



Diversity



High exploration



Overall performance



Solomon

● Diversity in strategies 
or beliefs can help to 
further scientific 
progress



Range of possibilities
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Do scientists explore?

Colleges, universities, and research institutes have 
come to depend on federal research support, a 
dependence that is transmitted (and perhaps amplified 
along the way) to the scientists and scholars they 
employ, further limiting intellectual “free play.” New 
ideas must pass through the filter of peer review, 
which stimulates opposition and encourages applicants 
to be cautious, if not conservative, in their proposals. 
(Chubin and Hackett 1990, p. 10)



Conclusions

● When evidence arrives first
– Regularity is good
– Connectivity is good if it doesn't disrupt regularity

● When evidence arrives intermittently
– Connectivity can be good or bad
– Regularity matters less


